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S ince its inception in 1951 as 
Sanders Associates, Inc.,  
BAE Systems’ Electronic 
Systems sector has seen 16 U.S. 

presidential elections. Throughout the 
years, one thing has remained constant: 
the products the company produces 
protect those who protect the nation. As 
such, regardless of the outcome of these 
elections, Electronic Systems (ES) has 
been and continues to be a venerable 
contractor for the U.S. military and 
intelligence community.

This November, Americans will go to 
the polls to elect a new president as well 
as elect, or re-elect, their senators, 
congressmen and other elected officials 
down the ballot. Efforts have already 
begun in Washington to ensure that the 
American tradition of a peaceful transfer 
of power continues to be smooth and 
orderly. This effort provides those federal 
civil servants and active-duty military, who 
comprise the vast majority of our 
day-to-day customers, the ability to report 
to work on Jan. 23, 2017, as they did on 
the Friday before.  

That said, it’s hard to ignore an 
election cycle like the one we’re in now. If 
you watch the pundits, you’d think 
politics has never been worse – at which 
point, it’s important to remember that 
we’ve come a long way since our third 

vice president and first secretary 
of the treasury settled a 

political dispute with a duel.
For most of us at  

BAE Systems, our 
continued interaction with 
our government clients is 
the product of years of 
previous good work, 

which has often already 
spanned multiple 
presidential administrations, 
changes in the balance of 

Congress and rotations 
within the military. 

Look across the 
Electronic 
Systems 
sector, and 
you’ll see that 
the support 
BAE Systems 

provides to its customers is larger than 
any one election cycle.

That said, there will be bumps in the 
road. As we go to print, Congress has yet to 
pass any of the annual 12 appropriations 
bills, causing uncertainty about the fiscal 
year 2017 budget and raising questions 
about the length of a possible continuing 
resolution. Similarly, budget negotiations 
and changes to our military posture this 
year has increased the likelihood of a 
supplemental funding request next year. 
Lastly, the shadow of sequester returns for 
fiscal year 2018 budget considerations, as 
the two-year budget deal expires with the 
passage of the fiscal year 2017 
appropriations bills.

It’s far from gloomy, however.  
BAE Systems is non-partisan and gives no 
corporate funds to any political party or 
“Super PAC.” The voluntary contributions 
from employees to the BAE Systems USA 
PAC provides us with a tool to work with 
congressional members in both political 
parties who support the work we do. This 
allows BAE Systems to be well-
represented on both sides of the aisle 
within Congress. Nearly five years ago, 
the New York Congressional Delegation, 
both Republicans and Democrats, were 
instrumental in helping get BAE Systems 
workers back on job after the 
Susquehanna River flooded its banks, 
submerging factories in Johnson City, 
New York. Within our defense product 
line, our New Hampshire and New Jersey 
delegations have been champions for 
their constituents in supporting pro-
business and pro-defense bills that deliver 
cutting-edge technology to the warfighter.  

BAE Systems would look to leverage 
this same support with the next president 
– be they Republican or Democrat.  

Regardless of the outcome of these 
elections, BAE Systems builds 
relationships that will not be derailed if 
congressional or executive branch 
political leadership changes hands to a 
different party.

Our good work speaks for itself. 
When we go to work following the 
inauguration, we will go to work as we 
always have, continuing to meet the 
commitments of our mission, “We 
Protect Those Who Protect Us®.”

Red or blue,  
still red, white and blue
Thomas Bishop 
Director, Government Affairs, 
BAE Systems  
Electronic Systems sector
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Employees, families and friends marvel 
at recent headlines of Juno reaching 
Jupiter. BAE Systems employees are  
at the heart of the mission.

T    he Juno spacecraft arrived at 
Jupiter on July 4 – the second 
long-term mission to reach this 
planet – to study the gas giant’s 

weather, magnetic environment and 
formation history.

At the heart of this trip to Jupiter is a 
team of about 20 BAE Systems Electronic 
Systems sector employees and its RAD750® 
single-board computer. 

“To see a computer that I was leading the 
assembly and delivery on here in Manassas 
go through ground integration and 
survive the harsh environments of launch 
and space travel, and then see it in orbit 

around Jupiter, is amazing,” said Russell 
Shillingburg, RAD750 program manager. 
“It’s great to know that I was part of 
something that is increasing our knowledge 
base of space and helping space exploration 
– something that’s making headlines in 
history. Never in my life would I ever have 
thought I’d be a part of something like this!”

RAD750 was released in 2001, with the 
first units launched into space in 2005. 
Electronic Systems (ES) employees worked 
on the RAD750 Juno mission from early 
2009 to mid-2010. Juno launched Aug. 5, 
2011, and entered into Jupiter’s orbit on 
July 4, 2016, flying 2 billion miles and taking 

nearly five years to reach the planet. 
“It’s surreal seeing photos from Juno 

and knowing that I worked on this mission,” 
said Sarah Babcock, RAD750 component 
engineer from Manassas. “Very rarely do 
we get to see the final product in person. It 
definitely brings reality to what we do on a 
daily basis.”

RAD750 is Juno’s main computer, 
operating at 132 megahertz with 128 
megabytes of DRAM local memory. It 
was built to withstand Jupiter’s intense 
radiation – 20,000 times stronger than the 
Earth’s magnetic field – and tremendous 
gravitational pull – the spacecraft has 

By Brandee Beiriger, Communications, San Diego, California

UNLOCKING JUPITER’S SECRETS 

4 • In the Key Markets
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traveled at speeds of more than 150,000 
mph, making it the fastest human-made 
object ever built. 

“Our standard design met their mission,” 
said LeeAnn Raczkowski, RAD750 chief 
engineer in Manassas. “We assume the 
worst and hardest mission initially and then 
customize each computer for the program 
and the mission. I’m confident that our 
processor will exceed the mission.”

For space missions, ES’ products are 
the first components to be procured. Parts 
onboard the craft adhere to strict quality 
requirements and endure rigorous testing; 
RAD750 was tested to ensure it could 

survive the extreme temperatures and 
vibrations associated with its journey.

“The time lapse is typical for us on 
the space side,” said Raczkowski. “The 
processors are the first thing customers 
procure for the boxes in the satellite. So, 
this was average or quick. It’s exciting to 
see what you’ve worked on finally make it 
to its mission.”

Added Babcock: “When we’re working 
on contracts – as a second- or third-tier 
supplier – it can sometimes take 10-plus 
years before we see the results of our work. 
We are the base of the mission. We worked 
on small components going onto a circuit 

card assembly board that gets integrated 
onto something bigger and then something 
even bigger yet.” 

The mission plan involves 37 orbits, and 
Juno is scheduled to deorbit in February 2018.

ES has a 25-year legacy of providing 
radiation-hardened products that 
can withstand outer space’s harsh 
environments. The sector’s products 
have more than 8,000 years of flight time 
in all Earth orbits and deep space. ES 
has delivered more than 750 radiation-
hardened computers that are currently 
operating on more than 250 spacecraft and 
powering more than 50 missions. 

UNLOCKING JUPITER’S SECRETS 

www.baesystems.com/pulse

“It’s surreal seeing photos from Juno and 
knowing that I worked on this mission”

Sarah Babcock
RAD750 Component Engineer 
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Thwarting the 
threat 

Becoming known as the world 
leader in electronic warfare did not 
happen overnight for Electronic 
Systems. For more than 60 years, 
the company’s technology has 
flown on the U.S. military’s most-
prominent platforms, and the 
sector’s engineers continue to 
develop the most-advanced EW 
capabilities to combat the threats 
of today and tomorrow.   

By Nicole Gable, Communications,Nashua, New Hampshire
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Thwarting the 
threat 

S ince the beginning of World War II, 
electronic warfare has played a criti-
cal role in protecting warfighters. The 
technology was first introduced in the 

form of radar communications – paving the 
way for the development of radar defense and 
surveillance technology in the 1950s.

A few years later, electronic warfare’s (EW) 
importance was cemented in history when 
the United States used the U-2 to breach 
the U.S.S.R.’s “Iron Curtain,” providing 
intelligence on the Soviet Union. The U-2’s 
missions became threatened by surface-to-air 
missiles. With this emerging threat,  
BAE Systems’ Electronic Systems sector, then 
known as Sanders Associates, designed and 
fielded an electronic countermeasure system 
for the platform in 1963. 

Fast forward 50 years, and BAE Systems 
continues to develop EW systems to protect the 
nation’s most-prominent aircraft, including the 
B-2, CH-47, EC-130H Compass Call, F-15, F-16, 
F/A-18, F-22, F-35, C-130J, U-2 and UH-60, 
as well as a number of classified platforms. The 
market has grown into one worth more than 
$11 billion. In 2016, U.S. Defense Secretary Ash 
Carter recognized the need for EW, stating in 
his 2017 U.S. defense budget preview that the 
capability would be vital to addressing the five 
challenges of Russian aggression in Europe, the 
rise of China in the Asia Pacific, North Korea, 
Iran and terrorism. 

Despite its long history and market 
size, EW technology and how it works 
still remains a mystery to many in the 
industry. Allan McQuarrie, director of 
Electronic Combat Solutions Engineering, 
explains that the technology centers on the 
electromagnetic spectrum.   

“The term ‘electromagnetic spectrum’ 
may sound complicated, but the spectrum 
is something we see and use in our everyday 
lives,” said McQuarrie. “It is composed of 
energy waves of various lengths. Radio waves 
are longer, moving to microwaves, infrared, 
visible light, ultraviolet, x-rays and, finally, 
shorter gamma rays.” 

EW systems use the electromagnetic 
spectrum in three capability areas – 
electronic support, electronic attack 
and electronic protection – to create an 
advantage against an enemy. 

“When a pilot is in the field, electronic 
support enables him to detect, identify 
and locate electromagnetic energy that is 
emitted from a threat,” said McQuarrie. 
“Electronic attack or jamming then directs 
energy toward those threats to neutralize 
their effect, thus protecting the aircraft. 
Electronic protection is a little unique – it 
protects personnel, facilities or equipment 
from a disruption or electronic attack of 
combat capabilities.”

Although predominantly found on 
aircraft, EW can be applicable to all domains, 
including air, sea, ground and space. It is a 
constantly evolving technology area – with 
BAE Systems at the forefront of innovation. 

“Over the years, we have made more than 
$3 billion in EW technology investments,” 
said McQuarrie. “The goal is always to 
increase the survivability of the platform and 
its mission effectiveness.”

Although there are several ways the 
company is investing in EW technology, 
adaptive, multi-spectral and net-centric EW, 
as well as small form factor solutions, are 
critically important to future success.  

“Currently, electronic warfare systems 
are best at detecting and categorizing known 
threats,” said McQuarrie. “Systems with 
adaptive EW capabilities will be able to 
characterize and jam unknown threats at first 
encounter. Threats are changing at a faster 
pace than ever before, and adaptive EW beats 
the learning curve.”

Adaptive EW advancements will be 
necessary to protect traditional platforms 
and aircrews in the field. However, there are 
often multiple aircraft or platforms working 
together to defeat the adversary – making 
net-centric EW capabilities crucial to 
mission success. 

“Net-centric EW will allow systems to 
share known or learned information and 
workload to other systems in the battlespace,” 
said McQuarrie. “Multi-spectral EW enables 
systems to capture the most-detailed threat 
intelligence for timely and precise threat 
response by expanding the exploitation of 
the electromagnetic spectrum. These three 
capabilities working in concert with each other 
is the way of the future in EW.”

In addition to capability advancements, 
BAE Systems is also focused on making 
systems which can be placed on small, 
unmanned platforms – known as small form 
factor solutions. The Long Range Anti-Ship 
Missile (LRASM) program for the U.S. 
Navy installs electronic support measures 
to give missiles unprecedented situational 
awareness to identify and target enemy 
ships from long ranges. 

Advancements in these areas will pave the 
way for BAE Systems to continue its legacy of 
developing next-generation EW systems for 
U.S. and allied warfighters. 

“The term ‘electromagnetic 
spectrum’ may sound complicated, 
but the spectrum is something we 
see and use in our everyday lives.”

Allan McQuarrie
Director of Electronic Combat 
Solutions Engineering
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Rochester’s technicolor 
dream helmet
By Emily Cheeseman, Communications, Rochester, England

Striker® II hits the mark again at 
this year’s Farnborough International 
Airshow, as Electronic Systems’ 
Rochester, England, team unveiled the 
latest enhancement – high-resolution 
color capability. 

8 • In the Key Markets
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BAE Systems’ Striker® II helmet-mounted 
display now offers color-coded identify 
friend or foe capabilities, further reduc-
ing the workload of pilots in high-stress 
environments, through new advancements 
in its fully digital color technology.

Striker® II’s fully digital color helmet-
mounted display (HMD) provides today’s 
pilot with a seamless day/night display via 
the inclusion of an integrated digital night 
vision camera – removing the need for 
cumbersome night-vision goggles. 

With the latest advancement of 
high-resolution colour, the system can 
display blue or red symbols to identify 
friend or foe targets.

“For the pilot, it’s like going from an old 
analog TV to digital full HD color display,” 
said Chris Colston, Business Development 
director for BAE Systems Electronic Systems 
sector. “Before, everything was displayed in 
monochrome green; now we can display 
video and symbology in color. In particular, 
the use of color symbology for targets and 
threats can help pilots interpret the 
information displayed and make time-
critical decisions.”

In addition to color capability, the 
helmet now boasts Active Noise Reduction 
(ANR) and 3D audio, reducing noise stress 
and providing pilots with directional 
threat warnings within a 360-degree 
sphere of the aircraft. 

By adding high-resolution color, the 
engineers have also future-proofed the 
helmet in readiness for next-generation 

color sensors and emerging mission 
requirements that will exploit this new 
display capability.

“Striker II’s advanced design and range 
of capabilities allows the pilot to evade 
threats and precision-engage targets while 
still providing superior situational 
awareness and mission effectiveness,” said 
Ross Hobson, an Electronic Systems (ES) 
Engineering project manager.

The combination of all three new 
technologies –  a first in HMD design –
makes Striker II the most-advanced 
helmet-mounted display currently available 
in the world today.

“The unique combination of integrated 
night vision, color and 3-D audio provides 
truly intuitive situational awareness, day 
and night, to deliver a new standard of 
operational effectiveness,” said Hobson.

Nearly five years in the making, the 
completion of another set of successful trials 

earlier this year was a tremendous 
milestone. The most-recent testing 
demonstrated the utility of the digital 
night vision and the plug-and-play 
integration of the helmet with the 
Eurofighter Typhoon aircraft.

“A major benefit of the Striker II 
solution is the ‘plug-and-play’ integration 
of the new digital HMD into the existing 
analogue aircraft, without requiring any 

physical aircraft hardware modification,” 
said Colston. 

This product is a true example of how the 
great minds of ES engineers and the 
dedication from the sector’s business 
support teams can come together and create 
exceptional technology that can deliver 
enhanced operational performance to the 
company’s customers. Currently, the team is 
in discussions with a number of potential 
customers around the integration of this 
new helmet. 

www.baesystems.com/pulse

“Striker II’s advanced design and range 
of capabilities allows the pilot to evade 
threats and precision-engage targets 
while still providing superior situational 
awareness and mission effectiveness.”

Ross Hobson
Engineering project manager

/
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faster, 
By  Jason Simpson,  Communications,  
Hudson, New Hampshire

Hitting a bullet with a bullet. Being unseen 
undersea. Protecting space assets. These are some 
of the end-state goals of the U.S. military in the 
future, and BAE Systems is well-positioned to 
help the nation’s warfighters achieve them.

10 • On the Beat

Even before the advent of triremes and catapults, 
warring nations strove to devise ways to gain 
a strategic advantage to eliminate threats and 
protect their troops from harm. Advancements in 

technology, due to military necessity and through general 
human ingenuity and curiosity, has led man to areas – in-
cluding the air, space and sea – that were simply the aspira-
tions of dreamers generations before.

Over time, as nations advanced their techniques for 
battlefield supremacy, weapon precision increased by leaps 
and bounds. In World War I, Germany calculated ballistic 
trajectory to shell Paris with cannons, but neglected to 
account for the “Coriolis effect” – the fact that the Earth is 
moving when ballistics are in the air – and missed their mark, 
according to Brian Smith, a senior principle systems engineer 
for BAE Systems Electronic Systems sector’s Technology 
Solutions business area. In World War II, German technology 
again came close but not far enough when the nation installed 
timers on its munitions to turn rocket engines off when they 
achieved a specific speed, time in flight and altitude.

In the mid-20th century, technological advances included 
the use of celestial and topographical mapping for cruise 
missiles to navigate by identifying where they were in relation 
to their objective, as well as the use of cameras on the nose of 
a missile to guide it to its target.

It was not until Operation Desert Storm in 1991 that the 
first GPS-guided rocket was used, and, 25 years later, this 
technology is commonplace, according to Smith.

Now, the United States and its adversaries are in a 
“cat-and-mouse game” wherein both sides advance their 
respective capabilities, counter the other’s and, in turn, evolve 
their capabilities again to nullify the new counter technology.

Electronic Systems (ES) is in the forefront of these 
technological pursuits.

“BAE Systems has been developing precision-guided 
technology for the U.S. and its allies since the early ‘90s,” 
and the company has an even longer legacy in providing 
high-performance missile seeker technology for ballistic 
missile defense applications, Dave Harrold, ES’ director of 
Precision Guided Solutions, said. “Our expertise is 
bringing the guidance, navigation, control and seeker 
technologies to weapons.”

Added Mark Falco, ES’ Business Development director 
for Precision Guided Solutions: “As a product line, we span 
everything from exo-atmospheric interceptors to protect 
large areas from ballistic missiles all the way down to 
guidance kits that can be retrofitted to existing unguided 
rockets to be a tactical weapon.”

Today, the U.S. military wants fewer boots on the ground, 
necessitating more precision-strike capability for longer-range 
engagements, safer standoff for U.S. troops and fewer troops 
committed on the ground in dangerous situations, Harrold 
added. There is actually so much precision munition 
consumption by the military now that the services have to 
rebuild their inventory, providing stable footing for 
companies manufacturing these products, he added.

“We have a ton of capability across BAE Systems, Inc. at 
large; when we wrap that all together, we have a tremendous 
capability for precision munitions,” Harrold said.

Added Falco: “We understand the needs of the customer, 
and we understand the need of a low-cost system with a 
high capability. We focus on modularity and adaptability, 
because, in the environment we’re in, you can’t have a 
specialized weapon for every target.”

Smaller,  
 faster,  
  leading
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Electronic Systems produces the 
seeker for the Terminal High Altitude 
Area Defense system, a U.S. Army 
anti-ballistic missile defense system 
designed to shoot down short-, 
medium- and intermediate-range 
ballistic missiles in their terminal phase 
using a hit-to-kill approach.
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The U.S. Defense 
Advanced Research 
Projects Agency 
(DARPA) has selected 
Electronic Systems to 
develop an undersea 
navigation system 
aimed at enhancing 
the U.S. Navy’s ability 
to provide precise, 
global positioning 
throughout the ocean 
basins. The contract 
will support a program 
called the Positioning 
System for Deep 
Ocean Navigation 
(POSYDON), which 
seeks to allow 
undersea vehicles to 
accurately navigate 
while remaining 
below the ocean’s 
surface.

One issue of concern for the United States is that its 
adversaries realize the nation’s distaste for collateral damage, 
according to Smith. Hostile forces continually occupy buildings 
next to – or even inside – community structures including 
hospitals and schools. This reality has pushed advances in 
precision accuracy so that U.S. troops can “take out what I need 
to not work and to limit as best as possible any damage that I 
cause in an area close to that.”

“The market space is opening up,” he said. “We get addicted 
to our own accuracy, and you can never get too close. Whatever 
I give you now becomes the new minimum.”

While there are commercial applications for precision-
guided technology – from consumer drone delivery to 
humanitarian relief efforts – ES is mainly focused on the 
defense market, according to Harrold. In the near- and 
mid-term, the imperative is to design the technology to be 
smaller with more processing power while retaining its 
tailorable, modular and adaptive qualities so that it can be 
used on even more platforms. 

“This is a place where BAE Systems is well-positioned due to 
franchise programs that are highly leverageable,” Harrold said.

ES is also working with BAE Systems’ Platform & Services 
sector on hyper-velocity projectile applications. Additionally, 
the sector – and the military and industry at large –  is 

investigating paths forward to counter GPS-denial capabilities 
as the reliance on GPS for precision guidance increases.

As the air domain has become more congested and 
competitive, nations have renewed their focus below the 
ocean’s surface, thus continuing the cat-and-mouse 
technological evolution game.

The U.S. Navy has increased focus on its capabilities 
undersea, an area where the United States has long had and 
maintains an advantage. As adversary nations and non-state 
actors improved their capabilities on the surface and make air 
operations more difficult through anti-access and area denial 

(A2AD) technologies and systems, the 
undersea domain provides a way to 
penetrate the A2AD umbrella, Jeramy 
Hopkins, Senior Program Manager, said. As 
such, ES is looking across the BAE Systems 
enterprise to see how the sector can leverage 
congruent capability efforts to develop 
systems for the Navy’s emerging needs.

“Part of our strength is we know how 
energy works in the water, know how to put 
large amounts of that energy into the water 
and have the ability to integrate systems that 
can recognize and locate signals of interest,” 
Jeramy Hopkins said. “While we currently 
do not have a large presence in the undersea 

domain, we do have strong positions in niche areas and are on 
the cutting edge in some technology areas that could really 
improve our military’s operational advantage.”

The U.S. Defense Department has recently started to 
bolster their undersea technology investments. The Navy is 
pursuing more autonomous or deployable systems – primarily 
for intelligence preparation of the operational environment 
– which could create a “very sizable” market in the next five or 
10 years, he added.

“Even though the defense budget isn’t growing, the 
undersea market is,” Geoff Edelson, a technical director for 
ES’ Techology Solutions business area, said, adding that 
bridging the undersea-surface communications interface 

“We are working hard within ES right 
now to figure out the right way to go 
about addressing this emphasis and 
taking advantage of this overall 
market growth so that it can be part 
of BAE Systems’ growth.”

Geoff Edelson
Technical Director for  
ES’ Technology Solutions
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– and undersea communications in general – is also an 
emphasis. “We are working hard within ES right now to figure 
out the right way to go about addressing this emphasis and 
taking advantage of this overall market growth so that it can be 
part of BAE Systems’ growth.”

In fact, there is “so much going on in maritime” currently 
that the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
Strategic Technology Office has created a maritime 
dominance initiative along the lines of its prior air dominance 
initiative, Edelson added.

ES has a 40-year legacy in developing low-frequency 
acoustic systems that are used to detect enemy submarines, 
according to Mike Houle, senior program manager for ES’ 
Intelligence, Surveillance & Reconnaissance business area. 
These active acoustic systems will become “much more 
prominent” in the future, as submarines are becoming quieter 
and more difficult to detect.

The sector also works with the Navy on products designed to 
detect underwater mines, including the AN/SQQ-32 mine-
hunting sonar program, Houle said. This high-frequency system 
has dramatically increased sailors’ ability to detect hard-to-find 
mines. ES is now working to incorporate laser technology to 
detect mines from unmanned aerial platforms such as the MQ-8 
Fire Scout to keep our sailors out of the minefield.

Since there is a projected shortfall of submarines needed to 
conduct the missions required, the Navy is looking to unmanned 
platforms and payloads to conduct the dull, dirty, dangerous or 
otherwise impossible missions, according to Houle. The 
dynamics of conducting the same types of missions in this 
environment presents new obstacles, however.

“One of the biggest challenges in operating underwater is 
communication,” Hopkins said. “Based on the properties of the 
medium, signals that propagate above water don’t go nearly as 
far when you put them under water. Sound waves can travel long 
distances in the ocean but almost never travel in a single straight 
line between an acoustic source and receiver. It helps to 
understand your environment so that you can process the sound 
for information.”

ES is building on the sector’s core capabilities of 
transducer, receiver and communications technology to 
create systems-level capabilities to increase the 
effectiveness of its products, according to Edelson. 
These investments, as well as increasingly low-size, 
weight and power (low-SWaP) characteristics will be key 
for the Positioning System for Deep Ocean Navigation 
program, an underwater GPS-like network. This 
network’s capabilities will make unmanned underwater 
vehicles less expensive by reducing the complexity of 
onboard, organic navigation systems.

“As a nation, we have historically held undersea dominance 
largely since the end of World War II. The way the future seems 
to be heading, it looks like the Navy is taking the right actions to 
maintain that lead,” Hopkins said. “If we slow down in our 
developments, it could create problems for us over the long 
run. It’s a difficult environment to catch up in once you’ve fallen 
behind. Within Electronic Systems alone, we have a lot of 
technologies that could be applied to the undersea domain that 
we believe could help keep our advantage as a nation.”

Electronic Systems is also keenly aware 
of the ever-increasing congestion in 
low-Earth and Geosynchronous orbits and 
the United States’ reliance on space 
assets, including GPS. As such, the sector 
is bolstering its technology investments 
in space products, including its 
application-specific integrated circuit 
technologies (Electronic Systems 
Pulse, Vol. 16, p. 10).

“We’re designing and building 
powerful chips that are fundamental 
to the success of a space mission, 
and these new 45-nm chips 
revolutionize what can be 
accomplished during these missions,” 
Ricardo Gonzalez, ES’ director of Space Products 
& Processing, said. 

The Advanced 
Precision Kill Weapon 
System (APKWS™), 
the only U.S. Defense 
Department fully 
qualified guided 2.75-
inch rocket, is currently 
in its third year of 
full-rate production. It 
uses semi-active laser 
guidance technology 
to strike both soft 
and lightly armored 
targets in confined 
areas, providing 
greater accuracy and 
mission effectiveness. 
The guidance kits has 
been demonstrated 
on more than 12 
platforms and is 
available for all U.S. 
military branches, as 
well as allied nations 
through Foreign 
Military Sales.

The AN/SQQ-32 
Minehunting Sonar Set is 
a variable-depth mine-
hunting sonar system. 
It includes two separate 
active sonar systems 
to detect and classify 
mine-like objects on the 
surface, in the volume 
or on the bottom of 
the sea. The AN/SQQ-
32(V)4 system upgrade 
was designed by 
Naval Surface Warfare 
Center Panama City 
and Applied Research 
Laboratory: University of 
Texas, and contracted to 
BAE systems for delivery 
of 12 systems to the Fleet.
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By  Emily Marion, Communications, Nashua, New Hampshire

Securing a
BALANCE

T here is no doubt we live in a 
dangerous world. Extremists 
have demonstrated that they can 
carry out violent attacks anywhere 

against anyone. These threats exist not only 
in other parts of the world, but all around us. 
While there has and always will be a desire 
for people to feel safe and secure, it is a need 
that is intensifying for everyone.

“Knowing the importance of keeping our 
country protected and supporting our 
warfighters is ultimately what drove me into this 
field and eventually to BAE Systems,” said Brian 
Mackey, BAE Systems Electronic Systems sector’s 
vice president of Security. 

Mackey earned his bachelor’s degree in 
Political Science and his master’s degree in 
Criminal Justice from the University of 
Massachusetts – Lowell. He started his career as 
an investigator at U.S. Investigations Services 
Inc., completing hundreds of reports of 
investigation for the Office of Personnel 
Management and interacting with numerous 
government agencies and branches of the U.S. 
military. He worked in special programs security 
at Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln 
Labs before joining BAE Systems in 2004.

“I knew I wanted to stay in this field and in 
the defense industry, but I also had two 
school-age children at the time,” said Mackey. 
“One of the biggest drivers in my decision to 
accept the job was to be closer to home and 
more involved in my children’s school and 
athletic events.”

As the threats in the world continue to 
evolve and expand beyond just physical danger, 
security means more than just keeping the 
building safe. There are constantly evolving 
cyber-security threats as well as the ever-present 
“insider” threat that faces BAE Systems – all of 
which are focused and concentrated on 
stealing the company’s classified and 

proprietary data stored on its networks and 
information systems. This has resulted in 
regulatory changes and enhanced policies 
defense contractors must follow to perform 
U.S. Department of Defense-related work, 
emphasizing the importance of security.

Mackey and his team of Security 
professionals understand the crucial role they 
have in the organization. They must protect the 
sector’s property, information and reputation, 
while adhering to the changing and more-
stringent policies. 

“If you don’t get compliance right, nothing 
else matters,” said Mackey. “Our customers 
trust that we do what we say we’re going to 
do, and that confidence has helped us continue 
to win programs. We take that responsibility 
very seriously.”

Their mission is no small task considering 
the size of Electronic Systems – more than 
12,000 employees at two dozen sites 
supporting 6,000 active contracts for 400 
different commercial and defense customers in 
more than 80 countries and over seven 
thousand cleared employees. 

As the policies become more stringent, the 
market has become more competitive. The 
Security team is faced with balancing the 
needs of the organization to remain agile 
with the requirements of the customer to 
ensure protection.

“We can’t be a roadblock for the business; 
we need to be an enabler while ensuring 
compliance,” said Mackey. 

Mackey and his team work closely with their 
business partners in Program Management and 
Engineering to better understand what they 
need in order to be successful. With this 
awareness, and knowledge of the program 
requirements, the Security partner can work 
with them to develop and recommend an 
approach that works for all parties.

“I’m extremely proud of the fact that we are 
a business discriminator,” said Mackey. “I 
believe it’s helped us to continue to win new 
programs, and it has helped me understand our 
role in protecting those who protect us.”

Outside of work, Mackey is chairman on the 
Board of Directors for the Contractor SAP 
Security Working Group (CSSWG), an 
organization focused on partnership between its 
industry members and government leaders in all 
Defense Department organizations responsible 
for the formation and implementation of special 
access programs. Voted into this position by his 
industry peers, Mackey is the first BAE Systems 
employee to serve as chairman, providing 
opportunities to network with numerous 
senior-level industry and government personnel. 

Mackey lives in Litchfield, New Hampshire, 
with his wife and two teenage children. He 
enjoys spending time with his family on Sebago 
Lake, Maine, driving around Frye Island on golf 
carts, and going to New England Patriots, 
Boston Celtics and Boston Red Sox games with 
his son. When life gets stressful, he has found 
an outlet to regain focus.

“Work can be like a game of chess thinking 
through all of the ‘what if’ scenarios we face,” 
said Mackey. “For me, the gym is a really good 
escape and gives me time to clear my mind.”

Like many of his peers, Mackey is focused on 
coaching future leaders of the organization. He 
believes a critical piece is developing strong 
business acumen and recommends looking for 
roles and opportunities that will expand that 
knowledge, even if they are uncomfortable at first.

“I think the best opportunities for growth 
are when you’re put in challenging situations, 
but you’re empowered to make decisions,” said 
Mackey. “It’s important to know your job inside 
and out, but you also have to understand the 
big picture and how all the pieces fit together to 
be a good business leader.” 
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BAE Systems Electronic Systems sector’s engine 
controls team is poised for the future.

BAE Systems Electronic Systems sector is 
eyeing the horizon as its work on CFM Inter-
national’s LEAP family of engines takes flight.

The new LEAP engine, with Electronic 
Systems’ (ES) Full Authority Digital Engine 
Controls (FADEC) on board, has entered 
service on the new Airbus 320neo aircraft – 
and will enter in to service in early 2017 for the 
Boeing 737 MAX. Thanks largely to being 
selected by General Electric to provide FADECs 
for the new GE9X engine, many cockpit doors 
have been opened for the business. 

Making these strides did not happen 
overnight; it has been the result of years of hard 
work and dedication by a team of ES’ Controls 
& Avionics Solutions (CAS) business area 
leaders, who had a strategic view of the 
commercial aircraft market.

The FADEC is a redundant, multi-channel 
digital computer that governs engine fuel flow, 
controls variable engine geometries, interfaces 
with the engine thrust reverser and performs 
advanced functions including electronic 
engine overspeed protection and extensive 
engine monitoring.

Dennis Slattery, director of Engine Controls 
for CAS, spearheaded the team’s forward-
facing approach. Slattery and his team had a 
vision of forming strategic partnerships that 

would enable the CAS engine controls group to 
secure and build on relationships with 
customers and original engine manufacturers 
(OEM). These alliances would also position the 
business for future growth. As such, FADEC 
International was formed in 2003 when BAE 
Systems and Safran Defense & Electronics 
joined forces to provide GE with FADECs for a 
variety of aircraft, including Boeing’s 737, 747, 
767, 787 and 777 and the Airbus 300, 320, 
330/340 and 380 families.

As OEMs began to unveil plans for new and 
updated iterations of their narrow-body 
aircraft, the market was facing increased 
development pressure on cost and schedule, 
and the aftermarket – the major source of 
revenue – was undergoing restructuring. A 
new business model was required. Slattery 
and team felt a closer partnership with the 
customer was needed to address the challenge 
of future business. In 2012, FADEC Alliance 
– a partnership between FADEC International 
(BAE Systems, Safran) and GE –  was established 
to capture and support content on the next 
generation of aircraft.

The LEAP engine was the inaugural 
program for FADEC Alliance, and it 
broadened the organization’s customer base 
by bringing Chinese aircraft OEM Comac 

into the fold in addition to Airbus, Boeing 
and Bombardier.

“The FADEC on the recently certified Leap 
1A engine on the A320 neo is an amazing 
achievement on a business level, a technical 
level, and a team level,” said Slattery. “The 
engine in all its applications is already one of 
the best-selling engines. It is solidly positioned 
on all three narrow-body airframes and will 
form the cornerstone of the engine systems 
business for the next 10 to 15 years.”

And, with the recent announcement of the 
group being selected to provide FADECs for the 
GE9X engine on the Boeing 777X, FADEC 
Alliance has expanded and solidified its 
foothold in the aviation engine controls market. 

Together, BAE Systems, and its presence in 
FADEC International and FADEC Alliance, 
will keep the CAS engine controls team busy 
as they provide products and support for 
current and next-generation engines 
manufactured by GE.

“Working on the engine controls team is a 
source of pride; the whole group does 
incredible work,” said Doug Williams, engine 
controls program manager for CAS. “Both our 
partners and customers comment on the 
positive relationships we have with them, and it 
shows on programs like GE9X and LEAP.”
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By Rebecca Miller-Baum, Communications, Endicott, New York

One giant 

‘LEAP’’
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When does a BAE Systems site 
start to resemble a prairie versus 
a production factory ?

By Paula Mondebello, Community Investment, Austin, Texas

 Defense  
takes many forms

One might think that BAE Systems Electronic Systems 
sector’s mission, “We Protect Those Who Protect Us®,” 
applies only to the nation’s military, but the company is 

also investing in ways to protect endangered aspects of the world’s 
fragile ecosystem, which plays a part in preserving our way of life.

BAE Systems designs, develops and produces innovative 
technologies that protect the lives of U.S. armed forces. As 
responsible corporate citizens, it is also our duty to protect the 
environment in which we live – an environment that must provide 
food, water and clean air for generations to come.

Electronic Systems’ (ES) Austin, Texas, site is supporting this 
model by literally changing their landscape back to its native state, 
one which will help sustain natural resources. One important 
resource is the monarch butterfly, whose population is threatened 
across the United States and into Canada and Mexico.

The monarch is losing its habitat; specifically, it is losing 
milkweed plants, which it depends on for laying eggs and 
caterpillar food. As a result of this habitat loss, as well as several 
other contributing factors, its population across North and Central 
America has dropped by about 90 percent over the past 20 years.

The monarch is one of several Texas pollinators that uphold 
ecosystems all over the planet. Three quarters of all the world’s 
most common human food crops require insect pollination, 
according to U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Because of this, it is 
vital to ensure pollinators have the resources they need to survive.

BAE Systems is the first corporation in Austin to partner with 
Texan by Nature, a nonprofit organization founded by former First 
Lady Laura Bush with a mission to spur Texan-led conservation 
that produces tangible benefits for people, prosperity and natural 

resources. The organization launched the Monarch Wrangler 
project in 2015 in partnership with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
and Texas Parks and Wildlife Department with a goal to create 
habitats essential to the monarch butterfly and pollinators on 
corporate campuses and in Texans’ backyards.

“I’m sure there are some who will think, ‘Butterflies, really?’ 
when they hear this,” said ES Community Investment director, 
Lu Goncalves-Getty. “While our strategic path does not typically 
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 Defense  
takes many forms

include environmental outreach, this partnership 
works for the Austin site. They are thinking of 
the future and our responsibility to protect our 
natural resources. In Austin, that means saving 
the monarch butterfly.”

With 140 acres of land in the direct migration 
path of the monarch, it made perfect sense for the 
Austin business to support the project.

The project will be implemented in phases 
over the next few years. Phases I and II will 
identify and remove invasive grasses, trees and 
bushes in areas 5, 7, 9, and 10 to allow natural 
sunlight to filter through so that native vegetation 
can grow. 

As area 1 is the front face of the business to 
Highway 183, BAE Systems is working with Texan 
by Nature to engage the University of Texas at 
Austin to provide a landscape architect student 
to design the space. This partnership reflects 
BAE Systems’ strategic goal to promote science, 
technology, engineering, arts and mathematics in 
the areas where employees live and work.

The additional projects will be led by 
the newly formed Sustainability committee 
comprising 15 employee volunteers. Since its 
formation, the committee has assisted with the 
creation of the education gardens, improved 
recycling to include gold leads, film, plastics, 
foam and metal. The team also plans to create a 
walking trail through the natural habitat areas 

plus a butterfly garden 
near the cafeteria.

“We’re so excited to 
have BAE Systems as 
one of our first Monarch 
Wrangler partners,” 
said Texan by Nature 
executive director Erin 
Franz. “This company 
represents our goal to 
bring non-traditional 
audiences to the table 
to help solve our state’s 
most-pressing issues 
in natural resource 
management. You don’t 
have to be a park or 
wildlife refuge to help 
restore the population 
of the monarch. 
Conservation is for 
everyone, including 
defense contractors. 
We’re thrilled that BAE 

is committed to pursuing this cause and educating 
their employees on the importance of native habitat 
in Texas.”

The effort to make the Austin site more 
environmentally friendly did not begin with 
butterflies. The company is currently registered 
with the Wildlife Federation as a natural wildlife 
habitat and is home to wild boar, deer, bobcats, 
hawks, fox and raccoons. Several years ago, facilities 
vehicles were replaced with golf carts to eliminate 
fuel emissions. The business partnered with the city 
of Austin in 2013 to utilize reclaimed water for use 
in the air conditioning system, saving the company 
$65,000 and 10 million gallons of potable water 

per year (Electronic 
Systems Pulse, Vol.5, p. 
14). Facilities has also 
installed rain water 
and condensation 
collection tanks used 
for restroom flushing 
and irrigation, installed 
five white roofs for 
energy efficiency, 
is composting 
cafeteria waste and 
has developed an 
extensive recycling 
program. At present, 
Facilities is working 
with the American 
Honey Bee Protection 
Agency to establish 
bee hives in some of 
the undeveloped areas 
to further establish 
a pollinator-friendly 
environment. 
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Employees volunteer to 
remove invasive grasses 
and bushes in support of 
ES’ annual Together! day.
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